MULLEN TECHNOLOGIES PRESENTS THE AMERICAN DEBUT OF THE
QIANTU K50 AT THE 2019 NEW YORK INTERNATIONAL AUTO SHOW
April 3rd, 2019 - Brea, California, USA
Mullen Technologies is pleased to announce the North American Debut of the Qiantu (meaning “Future” in
Chinese) K50 at the New York Auto Show in April. This past December, Mullen Technologies and Qiantu
announced a cooperation agreement, which allows Mullen to homologate, assemble and sell the vehicle in
North America.
First held in 1900, the New York International Auto Show is one of the oldest vehicle exhibitions in the world.
The show gives automotive manufacturers, suppliers, and service providers from around the world the
opportunity to highlight and demonstrate their latest products to the press and public from April 17th to April
28th, 2019. The show returns to Manhattan, at the Jacob Javits Convention Center on 11th Avenue (between
34th & 39th Street), where it’s been held since 2000.
The K50 is Qiantu’s flagship model and combines a powerful 296kW/402 HP engine mounted on an allaluminum frame with an aerodynamic carbon fiber design that combines lighter weight and a stronger
downforce for optimal performance and handling.
This car is not just about the power. Flowing lines and sharp contours give the Qiantu K50 a distinctive style
and ethereal beauty. The sculpted carbon-fiber body adds a futuristic element and is available in 6 colors.
“The New York Auto Show is the perfect place to introduce this amazing car to North America,” says Mullen
Founder & CEO David Michery. “I wanted to bring it to consumers in the United States, where there’s always
room for a car that combines power, beauty, and performance with zero CO2 emissions.”
Additional K50s are arriving at Mullen R&D center, where diagnostic and battery testing as well as
homologation process will begin. The K50 will be manufactured in North America with deliveries of first orders
set for 2020.
See the Qiantu K50 in person at Mullen Technologies’ booth (#CP8) in the Crystal Palace during the New York
International Auto Show. Executive staﬀ will be on hand during the 17th & 18th (press days) to answer
questions and field interviews.
About Mullen Technologies
Mullen Technologies is a Southern California based licensed electric vehicle manufacturer with international
distribution which owns several synergistic businesses including: Mullen Auto Sales, a fast-growing series of
automobile dealerships through California, CarHub, a new and unique digital platform that leverages AI and
oﬀers a complete, fun to use solution for buying, selling and owning a car. In addition, Mullen is currently
working with several global OEM partners to provide exciting EV options that will fit perfectly into the American
consumer’s lives.
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Legal Notice Regarding Forward-Looking Statements
This press release contains “forward-looking statements.” Words such as “may,” “should,” “could,” “would,”
“predicts,” “potential,” “continue,” “expects,” “anticipates,” “future,” “intends,” “plans,” “believes,” “estimates,”
and similar expressions, as well as statements in future tense, often signify forward-looking statements.
Forward-looking statements should not be read as a guarantee of future performance or results and may not be
accurate indications of when such performance or results will be achieved. Forward-looking statements are
based on information that the Company has when those statements are made or management’s good faith
belief as of that time with respect to future events and are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause
actual performance or results to diﬀer materially from those expressed in or suggested by the forward-looking
statements. The Company assumes no obligation to publicly update or revise its forward-looking statements as
a result of new information, future events or otherwise.

For information please contact:
media@mullenusa.com
www.MullenUSA.com
Mullen Technologies, Inc.
+1 714-613-1900
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